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Abstract 
This is a highly condensed version of a much longer 
paper. The long version may be obtained directly 
from the author. This present short paper gives only 
partial results, showing how it is that Fuzzy Control 
may be viewed as a particular kind of stochastic 
(Bayesian) control. 
Fuzzy Control. 
Fuzzy Control is attributed to Zadeh [l], and to King 
and Mamdanir']. Fuzzy control is based on 
identification of "events" in the system under 
control, parallel to the way human operators manage 
systems. It implements "IF/THEN" rules, similar to 
the operation of expert systems in the form, "IF- 
system event/THEN-control input." It models 
system events through the medium of "membership 
functions," defined on variables measured in the 
system under control. Such modeling is completely 
analogous to Bayes event modeling through 
conditional probability functions. Control input 
membership functions are also modeled, in  analogy 
to stochastic control densities. 
Fuzzy control proceeds in three stages. First, a 
measured value of event membership function is 
used to modify its corresponding (IFRHEN) control 
membership function, in the step called Inference. 
Next, all the control membership functions so 
modified are amalgamated to obtain a single control 
function, in the step called Combination. Finally, a 
single, unique control input value is obtained from 
the modified control density, in the step called 
Defuzzification. 
In fuzzy logic, there are two different 
representations of set logical inrersecrion and 
union. One is given by the arithmetic pointwise 
product of membership functions. The other is by 
the pointwise Min{-} function. Likewise, the union 
is represented by either the arithmetic pointwise 
sum or pointwise M a x { . )  functions. Bellman and 
Zadehf3] early examined both representations. 
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Bayes Form of Fuzzy Control 
Considering multiple-input, single-output control, 
define the input sensor variables, output control 
variable, and events in the following manner: 
z : The numerical control variable, a scalar. 
5, = (xI, x2, .., xN) : Sensor measurement vector. 
Ai : i = 1, 2, .., M : Family of Event Sets, I I 
defined on 5,. 
Define a probability density on the control variable, 
z, conditioned on the measurement vector, xN. The 
control membership function is denoted as p(z I 5,). 
The measured vector, x, lies in an N-dimensional 
vector space, forming a state space for the system 
under consideration. Upon this system state space is 
defined a set of "events," Ai, being M in number. 
The total set of events covers, and is a partition of, 
the state space. These events form the antecedents 
for the IF/THEN control rules. For example, in an 
aircraft flight management application, the events 
are called fright modes, having distinctive names 
like Final Approach, Land, etc. 
These events, Ai, are embedded in the model for the 
control membership function (density), using the 
standard ploy of augmenting the joint density with 
the Sure Event, defined as the union of the Ai. 
Then, we have that 
M 
P('n5N) = p(U(zf3xNnAi)) (1) 
i = l  
We define the events, Ai, to be unique, or, in Bayes 
terminology, mutually exclusive, even though their 
subset models may not be quite disjoint. The fact 
that unique events are so represented, reflects a 
modeling choice, which injects uncertainty into the 
model. We say that the overlapping partition 
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boundaries are fuzzy. As designers, we will choose 
the events to be unique and then do our best to 
model the Ai as vector-space subsets. 
Equation-(1) then transforms to 
M 
P(zn!!N) = XP(zf7xNr)Ai) (2) 
i t 1  
In equation-(2), if an input sensor sample vector, 
x, is observed to have a non-empty intersection 
with Ai, we say Ai occurs. This decision rule is the 
basis for testing the antecedent of the IF/THEN 
control rule. 
It is the practice in Fuzzy Control to model the 
antecedents on single sensor variables, rather than 
on vectors (N-tuples). These single-variable models 
are the familiar membership functions. Thus, 
decision is based on individual vector components, 
rather than on N-tuples. Define non-empty subsets, 
Aij, corresponding to the respective projections of 
4 on the xj axes. 
Decision tests are then individual, for the xj falling 
in the Aij events. This is a sub-optimum test, and it 
has a performance cost. Testing for xl in Ail and x2 
in Ai2, separately, treats Ai as though it were a 
rectangle in the state space. 
By standard manipulations, we obtain 
M N  
P(ZJXN) =2,np(zlxjnAij)*P(AijlXj) (3) 
i=lj=1 
where we have restricted the xj to be independent 
and p(xN) has canceled out of numerator and 
denominator. 
The quantities, p(z I x jnAi j )  correspond to the fuzzy 
control membership functions. They give control 
density, conditional on the event that sensor 
variables fall in projections of Ai on corresponding 
sensor variable axes. We call these projections 
"sub-events," or "sub-modes." The quantity, 
P(Aij I xj), corresponds to the input (or sensor) 
membership function, which is the posterior 
probability of sub-event (sub-mode), given 
corresponding sensor variable. 
One last simplification is made in the notation, to 
arrive at a final formulation. The quantity, 
p(z I x jnAi j )  is a control density, conditioned on 
both event, i, and sensor, j. Although the 
mathematics supports dependence on j, in practice 
these control densities are generally a function only 
of i, the identifier of the predefined modc. That is, 
control is based only on knowledge of mode, and is 
not differentiated as to which sensor supplied that 
knowledge. Thus, we will simplify as 
and there will be only M of these, rather than M.N. 
Also, P(Aij I xj) may be notationally changed without 
changing its meaning, as 
and there are still M-N of these. Then, equation-(3) 
becomes 
M N 
P(Z I EN) = 2 P(Z I Ai)*llP(Ai I xj) (4) 
i = l  j=l  
The two-fold internal product, p(.).n*P(*), is the 
weighting of control membership by the net sensor 
membership. The N-fold product over the sensors is 
equivalent to the N-fold intersection over the 
sensors, for a particular mode-event, whcre 
"product" is the soft version of the hard fuzzy 
intersection, "min". The M-fold sum over the events 
is equivalent to the M-fold union over the events, 
where "sum" is the soft version of the hard fuzzy 
union, "max". 
The control density may be defuzzified by the 
centroid method (which is analogous to the Bayes 
conditional-mean), if the density is continuous and 
single-moded. Otherwise, the Bayes MAT estimate 
may be used if, for instance, the density is discrete 
or multi-moded, continuous. 
Conclusion 
Wfiat tfie Ba es approacfi sfiows is tfiat fuzzy d: viewed as an ensem6h-averaged 
competin. uncertain antecedent events, pre- 
dejned on tfie system state space. 
tfie average is ta&n over a set of 
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